AMBER ALERT!

MISSING: An American Television News Network
LAST SEEN: During the early 1990's.

BIO: At its high point, held our government accountable for its actions by investigating and reporting the truth to the American people. Once led to the resignation of a US President and to the restoration of dignity to the White House.

DESCRIPTION: Reports important events in our nation and from around the world. Does not distract us with trivia that have no impact on our society or our democracy. Understands that the fundamental principal of journalism is reporting news with no bias or hidden agenda.

SUSPECTS: Large corporations with little respect for the truth and no interest in democracy. They may have replaced our news networks with poorly designed clones that have been manipulating public opinion instead of reporting important events.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS: These imitations omit or only supply partial information in order to mold public opinion. They do not check their sources and are afraid to inform the public of anything that their sponsors disapprove. They use a variety of deceptive techniques including providing selected and limited details, providing incomplete historic backgrounds, selectively correcting erroneous facts, reporting unsubstantiated news and relentlessly distracting us from important events. Watch out for leading questions, suggestive comments, “expert” opinions based on nothing more than political views, and blatant, undisguised factual errors. Take precautions not to confuse irrelevant and often titillating events reported by these imposters with real news.

IF FOUND: Use as a tool to restore democracy America. Until found, the public will continue to be a manipulated and uninformed electorate. If found, voters may once again have an important resource to help them make informed decisions at the polls. Unless found, the imposters on your TV screens will be making choices for you!

IF YOU WANT TO HELP: Contact http://TvNewsLies.org if you have any information that may lead to the restoration of journalism to the American television broadcast system!

Visit TvNewsLies.org to learn about how the TV news media distort the truth, distract us from the important issues and manipulate public opinion.

http://TvNewsLies.org – Helping to bring the truth to the people.